
WHAT ARE THE TWO DOTS OVER A LETTER CALLED IN SPANISH

Is it from a different language, or is that u used in Spanish and I just don't know it? Now if the letter g is followed by the
diphtongs -ue & -ui, the two dots over the u indicate Those two dots above the 'u' are the accent called the "diÃ©resis".

The same rationale was applied to Brazilian Portuguese until a recent spelling reform removed it from
common use. The umlaut should not scare you or put you off German, however. In other languages it is used
for vowel length, nasalization, tone, and various other uses where diaeresis or umlaut was available
typographically. The letter is collated together with U, or as UE. Your tongue will move forward and up. This,
however, often leads to wrong rendering of the Syriac text. Standard Mandarin Chinese pronunciation has both
the sounds [y] and [u]. Since they looked near-identical the two glyphs were combined, which was also done
in computer character encodings such as ISO  Actually, yes, some do â€” though, the purpose is somewhat
different. The sign is used especially when no vowel marks are present, which could differentiate between the
two forms. These are foreign sounds borrowed from Arabic. Still frustrated? The similar word dvojbodka
"double dot" however refers to the colon. In other languages that do not have the letter as part of the regular
alphabet or in limited character sets such as ASCII , U-umlaut is frequently replaced with the two-letter
combination "ue". In this way, the consistent use of the diaeresis would not do much to simplify spelling and
phonetic consistency. In languages that have adopted German names or spellings, such as Swedish , the letter
also occurs. In contexts of technological limitation, e. It is considered a distinct letter, collated separately, not
a simple modification of U or Y, and is distinct from UE. A glyph, U with umlaut , appears in the German
alphabet. In spoken Scandinavian languages the grammatical umlaut change is used singular to plural,
derivations etc. This is because the Swiss typewriter keyboard contains the French accents on the same keys as
the umlauts selected by Shift. In Hungarian, where long vowels are indicated with an acute accent, the umlaut
notation has been expanded with a version of the umlaut which looks like double acute accents , indicating a
blend of umlaut and acute. The use of the diaeresis as a diacritic is present in languages as varied as Afrikaans
and Albanian.


